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Submission to the Judge’s Remuneration and Conditions of Employment Amendment Bill

To: The Hon. L.T Landers – MP Chairperson PC on Justice and Constitutional Development
Email : vramaano@parliament .gov.za
Fax : 086 565 9219 
Hon. Chairperson I humbly respond to your call to have a have a say in the proposed amendments to Sections 3 and 8 of  Act 47 of 2001.
My submission is prompted by my deeply felt passion and love of the country and its laws, especially the Constitution Act 108 of 1996. It is also prompted by certain past events by former relics and /or Jurists inherited from our turbulent past, who still cherish the idea that their voice should still be held as the only voice of reason and everybody’s else opinion is wrong. These relics supported by few disgruntled former activists have grouped themselves and portray themselves as the vanguards and consummate defenders of the Constitution.
Hon Chairperson I am not swayed by their sterile and almost contemptuous argument that the constitution is in danger. Hence this submission to prove that most South Africans still hold our constitution as an esteemed document to ever grace the World politics to date.
“THE ARC OF HISTORY IS LONG, BUT IT BENDS TOWARDS JUSTICE” The Rev. Martin Luther King Jr.
The above caption captures the essence and the spirit the founding fathers of our constitution might have had in mind when enacting. Our constitution is the pinnacle and foundation of our democracy. The gaps that may from time to  time manifest themselves or as is the case under discussion  appear between the Constitution and  the affected sections of Act 47 of 2001 are not insurmountable nor are they irreparable hence the need to introduce the proposed amendments. They  are also neither ruptures nor gorges so huge that no amendments could remedy them. Those who ran to the courts at first light without giving the law makers amble opportunity to do what they are there for – MAKING RELEVANT AND CONSITUTIONALLY INCLINED LAWS TO GROW OUR DEMOCRARY are either naïve or driven by ulterior motives to disparage the country despite the same country having the most liberal constitution ever. The Rev Martin Luther King Jr was  right that the “arc of history is indeed long” but it’s up to us patriotic and level minded South African “to bend it towards justice”. The  pending court challenge by certain “elitist group” is clouded by the  anti ANC LED GOVERNMENT political innuendos and grandstanding that must be dismissed as such. Silent majority should never be cowed by the  cantankerous delusionary notions that are aimed at undermining the fabric of our society and cause unnecessary discord that bring our Judiciary into disrepute. Malicious intentions come with nature and character of people who espouses them. There shall always be in this long “ arc of history” of our democracy relics from the past supported by  present times mavericks who enjoy seeing their names and images in the public arena at all times. 
I conclude by stating THAT I UNEQUIVOCALLY SUPPORT THE PROPOSED AMENDMENTS AND If I had resources I would cherish the opportunity to make a verbal presentation to you and your esteemed PC.
I am confident that the proposed  amendments will be appreciated and accepted by sane South Africans in the same spirit they did when the Constitution and the affected sections of Act 47 of 2001 were accepted until now. It is amazing how all of the certain those who claim to be knowledgeable in law now see instant and imminent danger when the same laws are applied to promote transparency and transformation within the judicial sphere.    
Good luck with your work to promote good jurisprudence and social democracy in our beloved Motherland – May God and the gods give  you and your committee wisdom and  unwavering courage in your mandate
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